Greenfield/CAPEX Projects

Baker Hughes chemical services enhance your project from the reservoir to the refinery.
With more than 100 years of experience in the oil and gas industry, Baker Hughes offers a complete portfolio of production chemical services to enhance your greenfield/CAPEX project from the reservoir to the refinery. The Baker Hughes Strategic Opportunities Development Group specializes in the strategic planning of chemical solutions for upstream projects to help minimize risks and costs, and enhance efficiency – regardless of the complexity.

The Baker Hughes Difference
- Our sales team is made up of engineers and chemists that identify value-saving opportunities and deliver technical solutions.
- We assist with your chemical system needs for the entire lifecycle of the project, helping you decrease costs and accelerate cash flow.
- Collaboration across Baker Hughes product lines creates synergies, adding further value to your project.
- We listen to your needs, and can adapt and change as needed to meet new challenges.
- Our global reach and resources mean we are where you are, for the duration of any project.

Baker Hughes adds value to every phase of your project
- **Technology and Engineering Services** – Early engagement with Baker Hughes means you get support from the front-end engineering design (FEED) stage, to first oil, through to full production; providing engineered reliable, application-specific chemical products and services.
- **Deepwater Team and Laboratory** - Our specialized team assists with subsea flow assurance and asset integrity strategies, as well as FATHOM™ subsea-certified products.
- **Start-up Support** – When it’s time for first oil, our dedicated start-up team provides support to help optimize production and resolve upsets from first oil to steady state.
- **Operational Support** – Once production has started, rely on Baker Hughes to implement best practices to minimize costs and maximize ROI. We offer chemical automation, continuous monitoring, and the Baker Hughes TOTAL SYSTEMS APPROACH™ process, to improve production performance and reduce system upsets.

For your next greenfield/CAPEX project, contact the Baker Hughes Strategic Opportunities Development Group. We will deliver a first-class chemical system solution to help bring your asset online, on schedule, and on budget.